Sub: List of Defaulters Schools in r/o Memo for 60 schools for not filling online attendance

As per the Memo no. DE.23(427)/Sch.Br./414 dated 05/04/2013 the HOSs were directed to report to the ADE(School) on 8 & 9 April 2013. But the HOSs with the following school I.Ds have have not reported to ADE(School) and hence, have not complied with the instructions:

School I.D.
1002001, 1002368, 1104419, 1105239, 110616, 1208229, 1309279, 1309280, 1406116, 1720174, 1821242, 1821243, 1822262, 2127034, 2128020.

They are once again directed to report to the ADE(School) immediately with an explanation so to why they have not complied with the directions.

The District DDEs are directed to ensure the compliance of the same.

DR.(MRS.) SUNITA KAUSHIK
ADD. D.E. (SCHOOL)

To
Heads of enlisted schools through MIS

Copy for information to:-

1. P.S. To Director of Education
2. OS(IT) to paste on the website
3. Guard File

(KUM KUM LAMBA)
ASSTT. DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION (SCHOOL)